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What are the ‘false’ modes below the ELITE/GATO
ideal threshold for the dens6 equilibrium?

• Ideal modes show increasingly fine
spatial structure for n→nmarg.

• Is this a mesh effect, equilibrium
error, divergence error, or is it
physical?

• Bonnie has run many convergence
tests, but some sets of computations
do not (yet?) show clear convergence
properties.

• An independent set of tests focuses
on n=9 and n=8 without halo regions.

Contours of Bφ for n=9 mode with
60×120 mesh of biquartic elements.

An important aspect of NIMROD is that the basis functions have been
selected for non-ideal systems.  They do not allow the discontinuities that
occur in ideal MHD.



The ‘independent’ study considers different ways of
running the calculations.
• Equilibria are recomputed with NIMEQ on fluxgrid meshes.

• Eliminates uncertainties related to fluxgrid interpolation.
• New NIMEQ option reads 1d.bin file from fluxgrid then splines.
• There is an option to skip some equilibrium data points to check if
the radial structure is related to this spacing.
• There is an option to limit the spline and use fixed P and F beyond a
given equilibrium index to test for overshoot.

• Circular cross-section meshes have also been generated in nimset.
• A new option for toroidal geometry allows separate inboard/outboard
packing, making it possible to approximate flux surfaces.
• This tests whether fluxgrid meshing has an influence.
• High resolution computations with nimset meshing are found to be
less accurate but confirm that the fluxgrid mapping is not causing
problems.

• After these confirmations, it’s back to checking resolution.



The n=9 mode does converge with sufficient
resolution and minimal viscosity, D, and κ.

Growth rate vs. degree of
polynomials for a packed 48×80
mesh and parameters indicated.

Div(B) error vs. degree of polynomials.

• With D=κ=0, noise develops in slowest modes.  (more later)
• The κdivb-value of 2000 used in most cases is likely too low.
• Changing resistivity by factors of 4 up or down changes γ by about a
factor of 41/3 either way--our n=9 is behaving as resistive ballooning.



The n=9 mode at S=4×108 has very fine structure.

Contours of Vφ show fine-scale (mm) structure within the ballooning envelope.

Vnormal indicates broad m-content.
ELITE eigenfunction has sharp peaks in
several m-components.  (from P. Snyder)



The n=8 mode requires finer meshing.
• At S=4×108, growth rates of ~0.0012 τA

-1

are 4-5 times smaller than that of n=9.
• With slower growth and smaller spatial
scales, there is a greater tendency to
develop noise at a given resolution.

The growth rate diagnostic develops
diverging oscillations--sooner in the pd=7
case (green) than in the pd=8 case.

Contours of Vφ (pd=7) show noise
outside location of finest mesh.

• At S=1×108, γτA≅0.0032.
• Other problematic modes below ideal
threshold may be poorly resolved resistive
modes.















Conclusions
• Applying NIMROD to ideal external modes requires separate

identification of internal ideal behavior and external vacuum-
like behavior.
– This is equilibrium- and mode-dependent.

• NIMROD has been benchmarked wrt GATO and ELITE for
medium- and high-n ballooning modes.

• Marginal ballooning conditions require fine resolution over
multiple adjacent surfaces.

• Even with large S-values, resistive modes may appear at and
below the ideal threshold.
– Even with η=0, the divergence cleaner can produce

artificial reconnection--a historical reminder from the
bilinear era.

• The verification and experience are valuable, but with basis
functions for non-ideal equations, NIMROD is not a substitute
for an ideal eigenvalue code.


